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Rule 11: ON THE SAME TACK, OVERLAPPED When boats are on the same tack and overlapped, a 
windward boat shall keep clear of a leeward boat. 
Rule 16.1: When a right-of-way boat changes course, she shall give the other boat room to keep clear. 
 
Applicable Case: Source:  http://www.racingrulesofsailing.org/cases/1097:  
 Team Race Call A3  

Rule 11 On the Same Tack, Overlapped 
Rule 16.1 Changing Course 
Definitions Keep Clear 
Question 
Y and B are overlapped, sailing parallel courses, with about ½ boat’s width between them. Y 
has no proper course restriction. Just before position 3 Y luffs slowly and B promptly responds. 
Y continues to luff and there is no longer any means of B avoiding Y. B tries to keep clear by 
luffing and there is contact. Y protests. What should the call be? 
  

 
  
Answer 
Positions 1 and 2: B is keeping clear because she is sufficiently far from Y that Y is able to 

change course in both directions without immediately making contact.
Position 3:  After Y’s first change of course, B still has room to keep clear. B must, 

promptly and in a seamanlike way, do whatever she can to establish 
sufficient distance between her and Y so that she is keeping clear. If B 
does this she is protected by rule 16.1

Between 3 and 4: oY continues to change course, and B is no longer able to keep clear. Y 
breaks rule 16.1. Penalize Y.

  
If Y continues to luff and B continues to respond promptly and in a seamanlike way to each 
luff, Y will ultimately have to stop luffing when the boats are so close that any further luff from Y 
will result in B being unable to keep clear. If Y does stop luffing at such a time, and B continues 
to respond to keep clear, neither boat breaks a rule. 
A boat that is required to keep clear must promptly take any opportunity to keep clear when a 
right-of-way boat changes course, but does not normally have to anticipate any change of 
course by a right-of-way boat. 
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Below is { HYPERLINK "http://www.racingrules.org/guide/guide07.htm" \l "11" } which while 20 years old 
has an effective way of describing the ‘tension’ between the windward boat’s requirement 
to keep clear per Rule 11, and the leeward boat’s requirement to give the windward boat 
“room to keep clear” per Rule 16.1. 

11                On the Same Tack, Overlapped 
When boats are on the same tack and overlapped, a windward boat shall keep clear 
of a leeward boat. 

 
– Overview    Rule 11 gives one of the four basic r-o-w rules, W must keep clear of L. Defined terms: 

Clear Astern and Clear Ahead; Overlap, Keep Clear and Leeward and Windward. 
 

– Basic           If two boats are on the same tack and overlapped, then W must keep clear of L. 
However, this does not mean that L may sail any course she desires (or luff W 
without limitation). Two important restrictions apply.  
First, Rule 16 (Changing Course) requires that any time L changes course she 
must allow W "room to keep clear" (i.e., enough space for W to keep clear of L 
by acting promptly in a seamanlike way).  
Second, Rule 17.1 (On the Same Tack; Proper Course) requires that L not sail 
above a proper course under certain conditions if she established her overlap 
from clear astern of W. 
 

– Advanced   Under the definition of "keep clear," W keeps 
clear of L if L may change course without 
immediately contacting W. This means there is a 
physical area around L that W may not be in. If 
W sails into that area (or fails to get out of that 
area when L sails closer to W and puts W into 
that area) then W fails to "keep clear" of L and 
violates Rule 11. Diagram 2 indicates the "area" W must avoid, on L's weather 
side and extending from her bow to her stern. See "Keep Clear". 
 

If Rule 17.1 does not apply, then so long as she satisfies Rule 16 L may luff W 
up to head to wind. However, if either boat passes head to wind then Rule 13 
(While Tacking) would begin to apply to that boat. 
 
The rules on luffing before and after the starting signal are the same, with one 
notable exception. Since under the definition of "proper course" there is no 
proper course for a boat before her starting signal, Rule 17.1 only applies after a 
boat's starting signal has been made, though the overlap may have been 
established before. 
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– Examples    • In Example 2, W is passing to 
windward of L. In other words W overlapped 
L from clear astern of her. W must keep clear 
of L. Under the definition of "keep clear," W 
must stay far enough from L so that L can 
change course without immediately contacting 
W. If L changes course she must comply with 
Rule 16 (Changing Course) and allow W 
room to keep clear of her (i.e., the space 
needed by W to keep clear of L by acting in a 
seamanlike way promptly after L changes 
course). Since 17.1 (On the Same Tack; 
Proper Course) does not apply to L she is not 
limited to a proper course and may luff as far as head to wind. 

 
• In Example 3, W and L are situated exactly the same as in Example 2 except 
that L is passing to leeward of 
W. In other words L overlapped W from clear astern 
of her. W must still keep clear of L and stay far enough from L so that L can 
change course without immediately contacting W. Rule 16 (Changing Course) 
still applies to any course change by L. Since L overlapped W from clear 
astern and within two of her hull lengths of W, under Rule 17.1 (On the Same 
Tack; Proper Course) L may not sail above a proper course during the overlap 
while within two of her hull lengths of W. Thus, L may only luff as far as a 
proper course. 

 
– Related       Rule 16 specifies the manner in which L may luff W (i.e., L may only luff in 

a way that allows W the space to keep clear by acting promptly in a 
seamanlike way). It does not specify how far L may luff W. Rule 17.1 
determines how far L may luff, whether L may luff up to head to wind or only 
as far as what would be a proper course for her. 

When L first gains r-o-w over W, Rule 15 (Acquiring Right of Way) requires 
that L allow W 
"room to keep clear" of her (i.e., enough space for W to keep clear of L by 
acting promptly in a seamanlike way). This will mean that when L 
establishes her overlap on W from clear astern she must do so far enough 
from W so that W is able to keep clear without hitting L (for example, L must 
leave W enough space so that W will not hit L if she swings her stern when 
she promptly heads up to keep clear of L). 

 

  
Finally, an extreme example of luffing: { HYPERLINK "http://www.racingrulesofsailing.org/cases/1041" }  


